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This note represents the first step in an investigation of linear transfor- 
mations which satisfy homogeneous identities on commutative algebras 
[2]. The ultimate goal is to show that such a transformation is formally 
related in some way, perhaps involving power series, to a derivation or an 
endomorphism of the algebra. Our purpose here is to describe those trans- 
formations which satisfy a homogeneous identity of degree 2 not involving 
iterates. The next step would be to allow iterates and show that the identity 
forces the transformation to be something like a Baxter or a Reynolds 
operator (see [ 1,3]). Examples of the kind of identity we shall consider 
can be obtained by taking linear combinations of the identity map and 
either a derivation or an endomorphism. Specifically, if D is a derivation, 
then T= cl+ D satisfies cx~-XT(~)- yT(x) + T(-q), and for E an 
endomorphism T=Z+cEsatisfies (c+l)q-XT(~)-yT(x)+T(x) T(y)- 
cT(xy) = 0. 
Throughout this paper, A will denote a commutative algebra with 1 over 
a field F, and TE Hom,(A, A) - {O} so that for some fixed c, E F, not all 
zero, and all X, y E A, 
co-~~++,.~~(1’)+c~J’T(x)+c,T(.K~~)+c,T(x) T(y)=O. (1) 
We shall consider Fc A by identifying F with Fl. 
Our goal is to show that the examples above are essentially the only 
ones, at least when A has no nonzero nilpotent elements. Note that if B = 
{a, hi} is an F-basis of A with a” = 0, then T defined by T(a) = a = T(bi), 
for all i, satisfies T(X) T(y) = 0, and H = T- I, satisfies .XY + xH(y) + 
yH(x) + H(x) H(y) = 0. We shall describe T satisfying (1) as a function of 
which c, in (1) are zero, and begin with a trivial but useful observation. 
LEMMA. c,+(c,+c,+c,) T(l)+c,T(l)‘=O. 
Proof: Set .K = )’ = 1 in ( 1). 
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Observe that if a E A satisfies the equation c4a2 + (c, + c2 + cj)a + c0 = 0, 
then T= al, satisfies ( 1 ), and of course, a = T( 1). Thus, we cannot expect 
(1) to yield a unique solution for T unless we assume that T# T( 1 )I,., . 
With this exception in mind we can state our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let T satisfj (l), set S = T - T( 1)1.4, and assume that 
Sf 0. The?1 c, =c2, and 
(i) c, = c4 = 0 is impossible; 
(ii) ifc,=O but c,#O, then S(A)‘=O; 
(iii) if c,=O but c,#O, then c1=c2= -c3, T(l)eF, and T= 
T( 1) I.4 + D for D a nonzero derivation of A; or 
(iv) irf’ c,c,#O then T= -(c,/c4)IA-(c3/c4)E for E an endo- 
morphism of A, and cl = -cj, if T( 1) = 0. 
Proof: Observe that SE Hom,(A, A), and S(I)=O. Interchanging x 
and y in (1) and subtracting yields (c, - c,)(xT(y) - yT(x)) = 0, and 
then setting J’= 1 gives (ci - CJ S(X) = 0. Thus c1 = c2, as claimed, since 
Sf 0. Next, it is straightforward to verify that for all X, YE A, 
(co + (2c, + c3) T(1) + G,T(~)‘),xJ + (c,+~~T(l))(xS(~) + yS(x)) + 
cjS(xy) + c,&‘(x) S(,V) = 0. Using the lemma eliminates the first term, so 
that 
(c, +C~T(~))(.YS(~)+~‘S(X))+C~S(-YL’)+(.~S(X)S(??)=O. 
Now substitute x = 1 in (2) to obtain 
(2) 
(cI+c3+c4T(1))S(y)=0. 
Next, using (3) in (2) gives 
(3) 
-c,(xS(y) + ,vS(x) - S(xy))+ c4S(x) s(J’)=o. (4) 
To prove (i), observe that c3 = c4 =0 together with (3) shows that 
cl = c2 = 0, so co = 0 as well by the lemma, contradicting the assumption 
that some ci #O. If c3 = 0 but c4 # 0, then (4) implies that S(A)2 =O, 
proving (ii), and if c3 # 0 but cq = 0, then (4) yields the fact that S is a 
derivation of A, so that T = T( 1 )I, + S. Furthermore, cq = 0 and (3) show 
that(c,+c,)S(.~)=0,soc,=-c,andnowbythe1emma~,+c,T(1)=0. 
Thus, T( 1) E F unless co = c, = 0, which means that all c, = 0, a contradic- 
tion. Consequently, T( 1) E F and T= T( l)Z, + D as in (iii), where D = S. 
Note that T=T(l)(Z,+D)for D=T(l))‘Swhen T(l)#O. 
Suppose henceforth that c3c4 # 0. Assume first that T( 1) = 0, so by using 
(3) and the fact that S#O, we may conclude that c1 = -cj. Since T= S 
now, (2) becomes c,(xT(y) + yT(.u) - T(q)) -t c4T(x) T(y) = 0, and this 
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may be rewritten as xT( y) + J’T(x) + (cd/c, ) T(x) T(J) = T(x~). Multiply- 
ing by (c4/c1 ) and adding XJ to each side shows that I, + (cd/c, ) T = E, an 
endomorphism of A. Thus T= (c3/c4)(ZA -E), proving (iv) when 7’( 1) = 0. 
Now we may assume that T(1) #O. From (3), c4 T( 1) S(J) = 
-(c, + c3) S(J), so using the lemma yields c4(c0 + (2c, + ci) T( 1) + 
c4T(1)‘)S(f’) = 0, which implies that (c0c4 - (2c, + c~)(c, + c,) + 
(c, + c~)‘) S(y) = 0. Since S# 0, we may conclude that 
C*(C, + Cj) = C(JCJ. (5) 
Finally, set H = T + (c, /cd) Z,4. One can verify by using (5) and ( 1 ), 
that c,H(x~l)+c,H(x)H(y)=O. It follows that -(c,/c,)H=E is an 
endomorphism of A, and so, T= -(c,/c~)Z.~ - (c3/c4)E, completing the 
proof of the theorem. 
A simpler version of the results above can be stated when A is a domain, 
or more generally when Ann(( T- T( 1 )ZA)(A)) = 0, and in this case the 
description of T depends only on c4. 
THEOREM 2. Zf T satisfies ( 1 ), S = T - T( 1) I,, and Ann( S( A )) = 0, then 
T(~)E& cl=cl, cj = 0 is impossible, and 
(i) ifc4=0 then T=T(l)Z,,+D,for D uderivation ofA; and 
(ii) [f c,#O then T= -(c,/c,))Z,.,--(c3/c4)Efor E an endomorphism 
ofA. 
Proof: Our assumptions guarantee that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is 
satisfied, so all of the conclusions follow from Theorem 1, except the 
statement that T( 1) E F. As in Theorem 1, use (3) and our assumption that 
Ann(S(A )) = 0 to obtain c, + c3 + c4 T( 1) = 0. Clearly, T( 1) E F unless 
c4 = 0, in which case T( 1) E F by Theorem 1. Thus, T( 1) E F completing the 
proof of the theorem. 
Another version of Theorem 1 which is worth stating is the case when A 
contains no nonzero nilpotent elements. The only real difference between 
this and Theorem 2 is that we cannot conclude that T(1) E F must hold. 
THEOREM 3. Zf T satisfies (1 ), T # T( 1 )I,, and if A contains no nonzero 
nilpotent elements, then either T= T(l)Z, + D for D a derivation of A and 
T(I)EF; or, T= -(cI/c4)Z-(cJ/c4)E, for E an endomorphism ofA. 
To illustrate how the last possibility in Theorem 3 can occur without 
T( 1) E F, we present an easy example. 
EXAMPLE 1. For any field F with characteristic not 2, let A = F[t, z]/ 
(tz, t’- t). The elements of A can be written as a + bt + zp(;), where 
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a, b E F and p E F[z], and multiplication is subject to the relations tz = 0 
and t2 = t. It is easy to see that A has no nilpotent elements but is not a 
domain. Consider the F-basis { 1, t, z”} for A and define TE Hom,(A, A) 
by T(l)=2t-1, T(t)= -t, and T(?)= -zk+2t. Then T(l)$F and 
T = -I, + 2E where E is the endomorphism of A defined by E( 1) = t, 
E(t) = 0, and E(z”) = t. It follows that T satisfies the equation 
-xy + XT(~) + yT(.u) - 2T(xy) + T(x) T(y) = 0. 
If one examines the proof of Theorem 1, it is easy to see that the assump- 
tion that the c, appearing in (1) are in F is not really necessary when A is 
a domain. Consequently, we can state a more general result, much like 
Theorem 3, in this special case. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a commutative domain with 1 and 
T E Hom( (A, + )) which satisfies (1) with ci E A and not all ci = 0. If T # 0 
and if S = T- T( 1) I, # 0, then c1 = c2 and c3 = 0 is impossible. Furthermore, 
if c,=O then cl= -cj, T(l)= -(c,/c,), and T= T(l)Z,+D for D a 
derivation of A; and if c4 # 0 then c4 T= -c, I, - c3 E for E a ring 
homomorphism of A into its quotient field and satkfving c3 E(A) c A. 
Proof: We note that the lemma still holds, and that we may follow the 
proof of Theorem 1 to obtain c, = c?, (2), (3), (4), that c3 # 0, and our con- 
clusions when cq = 0. When cq # 0, then from (4) we may conclude that 
I, - (c4/c3)S= E is a homomorphism from A to its quotient field and that 
c3 E = c3Z,., - c,S has it image in A. From (3) and the fact that S # 0, we 
get that T( 1) = -(c, + c,)/c,, and so using the expression for E above, it 
follows that cq T= -c,Z- c,E, proving the theorem. 
The homomorphism E arising in Theorem 4 has the property that 
c3 E(A) c A and one might ask whether this condition forces E to be an 
endomorphism of A. To see that this need not occur we present our last 
example. 
EXAMPLE 2. For any field F, let A = F[u, v’, v’] and define E to be a 
linear transformation over F and ring homomorphism of A into its 
quotient field F(u, v) by setting E( 1) = 1, E(u) = v = v3/v2, and E(o’) = vk. 
Clearly, v*E(A) c A. If one defines TE Hom,(A, A) by T= -al, - v2E, for 
any a E A, then T will satisfy (a* + au’) xy + a(xT(y) + yT(x)) + v2T(.xy) + 
T(x) T’(J,) = 0. Note that if a = -u, then T( 1) = U- D’ which is not 
algebraic over F, so T cannot satisfy (1) with coefficients in F by the 
lemma. 
As a final comment, we note that the homomorphism E in Theorem 4 
must be an endomorphism of A when A is Noetherian and integrally 
closed. In this case, if dE(A) c A for de A, but for some c E A we have 
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E(c) = a/de A, then set E(ck) = h,/d. Thus, a”ldk = h,ld and it follows that 
hk = akldk- I, and (a/d)b, = h,, , , for k > 2. Since A is Noetherian the ideal 
I= (h2, b,, . ..) = (b,, . . . . b,,) is invariant under multiplication by a/d. By a 
standard argument, a/d satisfies a manic polynomial over A, and the con- 
tradiction a/dE A follows from the assumption that A is integrally closed. 
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